
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dapol OO Gauge  
Class 52 ‘Western’ 
Sound Instructions 

 



Thank you for purchasing the Class 52 ‘Western’ with sound. 

 

The sound project contains some unique features designed to enhance the driving 

experience and increase the authenticity. 

 

There are a number of sounds that occur when a function button is pressed, and a number 

of sounds that are played automatically. These are detailed on the following pages. 

 

We hope you enjoy the added realism and enhanced driving experience that this will bring 

to your layout operations. To get the best realism and satisfaction out of your sound 

decoder, you will need to practice a little bit of driving! 

 
Dapol factory-fitted sound 

 

The DCC address is set to 3. 

 

Some notes about sound functions:  

 

1. Some sounds are always active (e.g. door slams, horns flange squeal). Others are 

enabled when F1 is ON (e.g. engine sounds). The active sounds can be played by 

pressing the appropriate function button 

 

2. Some sounds operate automatically. These sounds will only be heard when certain 

prototypical conditions are met (e.g. brake squeal when braking to a stop).  

 

 

                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The ‘RealDrive’ Experience 
 
The driving experience can be enhanced by activating ‘RealDrive’. This 

changes the set up of the driving characteristics, such that you will need 

to apply the brake in order to bring the locomotive to a controlled stop – 

simply closing the throttle will not suffice! 

 

Explanation of ‘RealDrive’: In this mode, you feel you really are driving 

the engine; assuming the locomotive (train) is travelling at a medium 

speed as the regulator is closed (speed step 0) the locomotive will 

continue to coast for some considerable distance, slowing gradually. 

Applying the brake using F7 will bring the model to a stop. The braking 

speed can be adjusted by changing CVs as below. 
 
• When F7 is ON the brake is ON. When F7 is OFF, the brake is OFF.  

• The braking intensity can be altered via CV349. Some users prefer sharper brakes, which 

allows several short applications to bring the locomotive to a controlled stop (if possible 

set F7 on your DCC system to ‘momentary' operation). Other users may prefer a gentle 

brake (use a higher value in CV349) so that only a single application of the brake is 

needed to bring the locomotive to a halt.  CV 349 factory setting is 30. 

• Note: If the brake is left ON, the locomotive will not accelerate. This means that if it is 

stationary and the brake is ON when the regulator is opened, the locomotive will not 

move. 

• Note: The brake will not 'win' over the regulator. This means that if the brake is applied 

whilst the regulator is open it will continue to run at the current speed. 

 

 
To activate ‘RealDrive’ set CV4 to 254, and CV309 to 7.  

 

To de-activate ‘RealDrive’ set CV4 to 40, and CV309 to 0. These are the 

factory settings 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Function key summary:- 

 

F0: White marker lights (directional) 

F1: Startup/shutdown 

F2: Two-tone horns 

F3: Two-tone horns 

F4: Passenger door slams 

F5: Guard's whistle 

F6: Single tone horn 

F7: Brake application/release 

F8: Flange squeal 

F9: Light engine mode (reduced inertia) 

F10: Red tail lights (directional) 

F11: Cab lights (directional) 

F12: All sounds fade out/in 

F13: Coupling/uncoupling 

F14: Cab door closing 

F15: Parking lights (red tail lights at both ends simultaneously) 

F16: Two-tone horns 

F17: Two-tone horns 

F18: Air release 

 

Sound and lighting modes 

F0: White marker lights 

When F0 is turned on, the white marker lights at the ‘forward’ end will be 

illuminated according to the direction currently selected. 

 

F1: Startup/shutdown 

On pressing F1 (F1 ON), with the speed set at 0, the sound of the engines starting will 

be heard. On pressing F1 again (F1 OFF) with the speed set at 0, the sound of the 

engines shutting down will be heard.  

Alternatively, the startup sequence can be by-passed by turning F1 on whilst the loco 

is moving. The engine sound will come on at a notch appropriate to the current 

speed. Similarly, if F1 is turned off whilst the loco is moving, the engine sound will 

simply cut off. 

 

Driving technique: The engine sounds work best if the throttle is opened directly to 

the desired speed and left there. The inertia will control the movement of the 

Locomotive in a realistic manner and the engine/transmission will be heard to go up 

through the notches as per the prototype. For deceleration, the best results are 

obtained with ‘RealDrive’ enabled as this allows the throttle to be closed fully and 

the Locomotive then being brought to a halt using the working brake (F7). In this 

way, the engine is heard to spool down to idling which simulates prototypically the 

behaviour of the locomotive coasting. 

 

 

 



F2: Two-tone horns 

On pressing F2, short high/low horns will be heard.  

 

F3: Two-tone horns 

On pressing F3, short low/high horns will be heard. 

  

F4: Passenger door slams 

On pressing F4, the sound of the coach doors closing will be heard. If F4 is left ON, 

more door slams will be heard. To reduce the number of door slams, turn F4 OFF 

when the required number of door slams has been heard. Note that, depending on 

the direction of travel currently selected, the door sounds will differ slightly to add 

variety. Remember to turn off the function when you have used it, otherwise the 

door sounds will be heard when changing the direction of travel. 

 

F5: Guard's whistle 

On pressing F5, the sound of the Guard's whistle will be heard.  

 

F6: Single tone horn 

On pressing F6, a medium low horn will be heard 

 

F7: Brake application/release 

When F7 is pressed, the sound of the brakes being applied will be heard. When F7 is 

pressed again (F7 turned off), the sound of the brakes being released will be heard. 

Note that if 'RealDrive' is enabled, the working brake will also be applied (F7 ON) 

and also released (F7 OFF) 

F8: Flange squeal 

On pressing F8, the sound of the wheel flanges squealing will be heard. The sound 

will play for 26 seconds, or F8 can be switched off in order to stop the sound playing. 

 

F9: Light engine mode 

With F9 ON, the inertia will be reduced to simulate a lightly loaded engine or train. 

F10: Red tail lights 

When F10 is turned on, the red tail light at the ‘reverse’ end will be illuminated 

according to the direction currently selected. 

 

F11: Cab lights (directional) 

When F11 is on, the leading driver's cab light will be illuminated according to the 

currently selected direction. 

 

F12: All sounds fade out/in 

When F12 is pressed (F12 ON), all sounds will slowly fade to silence. This can be used 

when the Locomotive is going 'off-scene' or into a tunnel to simulate the locomotive 

going out of earshot. When F12 is pressed again (F12 OFF), all sounds will slowly fade 

back in to their previous volumes. This can be used when the Locomotive is coming 

'on-scene' or out of a tunnel to simulate the locomotive coming into earshot. 

 

 



F13: Coupling up/uncoupling 

On pressing F13, the sound of the coupling being placed on the hook will be heard. 

On pressing F13 again (F13 OFF), the sound of uncoupling will be heard. 

 

F14: Cab door slam 

On pressing F14, the sound of the cab door being slammed will be heard. 

 

F15: Parking lights 

When F15 is turned on, the red tail lights both at the ‘forward’ and at the  ‘reverse’ 

end of the locomotive will be will be illuminated simultaneously regardless of the 

direction of travel currently selected. 

 

F16: Two-tone horns 

On pressing F16, short high/low horns will be heard.  

 

F17: Two-tone horns 

On pressing F17, short low/high horns will be heard. 

 

F18: Air release 

On pressing F18, the sound of the air being released will be heard. 

 

Automatic functions 

 

Brake squeal: The brake squeal will be played when the speed of the locomotive 

drops below the threshold AND the locomotive is decelerating. Note that if 

'RealDrive' is enabled, the brake squeal will only be played when the speed of the 

locomotive drops below the threshold AND the locomotive is decelerating AND the 

brake is ON (F7 ON).  

 

 

Other useful CVs 

CV3 Acceleration rate ('heavy' engine (F9 OFF): As supplied this is set to a value of 

120. This can be adjusted to give the required amount of inertia; a higher value will 

give slower acceleration whilst a lower value gives more rapid acceleration 

CV4 Deceleration rate ('heavy' engine (F9 OFF): As supplied this is set to a value of 

40.  This can be adjusted to give the required amount of inertia; a higher value gives 

a slower deceleration.  A lower value gives more rapid acceleration.  

 

Note for 'RealDrive' this should be set to a value of 254. 

CV390 ‘Light engine’ inertia reduction: This specifies the amount of inertiathat is 

applied when the ‘light engine’ mode is ON (F9 ON). As supplied this is set to a value 

of 85. This can be adjusted to give the required amount of ‘light engine inertia; a 

higher value will give slower acceleration and deceleration whilst a lower value gives 

more rapid acceleration and deceleration. 

CV266 Overall volume: As supplied, this is set to a value of 64. A higher value will 

increase the volume whilst a lower value will decrease the volume. The 

recommended maximum is around 100. 


